
Little Lamb
The World of Nature: Weather Award

*Evidence: photos of child completing activity and the completed activity 
and craft done. 

List of requirements:

1. Listen to a book about weather
2. Say three things you have learnt about the weather.
3. Play an action game about weather. 
4. Make a craft about weather.
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Psalm 147:8

Who covers the heavens with clouds,
Who provides rain for the earth,
Who makes grass to grow on the mountains.

Mark 4: 39-41 

He got up ….and said to the sea “Peace, 
be still.” and the wind became calm.

Who controls the weather?



  

1. Listen to a story:_________________________  

Oh Say Can you Say What’s the Weather Today? 
By Tish Rabe
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rlPRzag
w3A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rlPRzagw3A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rlPRzagw3A


2. Tell me about the weather!
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1.What would you need to wear on a rainy day?

2.What would you need to wear on a snowy day?

3.What would you need to wear on a sunny day?



2. Tell me about the weather!
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1.What would you need to wear on a rainy day? ____________________

2.What would you need to wear on a snowy day? ___________________

3.What would you need to wear on a sunny day? ____________________



3a. Play an action game 

3.We want to Sing a song about Weather 
You must come up with some actions 
We will try to guess the weather you are acting out!

Who made the rain that pours, x3
Who made the wind that blows, our Father God.

Who made the wind that blows, x3
Who made the wind that blows, our Father God.

Who made the sun that shines, x3
Who made the sun that shines, our Father God.

Who made the snow that falls, x3
Who made the snow that falls, our Father God.
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W 3b. Weather - Fun in the sun

Take your son/daughter to the beach to make sandcastles /or use a paddling 
pool/or in your garden use any available material to have a sand/water activity.

Take a picture of them playing in the sand OR

Playing with a beach ball near water OR

Swimming in a paddling pool.
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4a. Weather - Craft -  Rain Gauge

Make a craft on the Weather: You need:

1. a plastic bottle (500ml,1ltr) 
2. a plastic ruler (or make a paper ruler/use a permanent                                    

marker)

Instructions:

1. Cut the top part of the bottle.
2. Attach the plastic ruler to the inside OR attach the paper ruler                                                                  

OR write on the outside of the bottle.
3. Add the top part back on upside down
4. Fill up your rain gauge with some water! 
5. Can you measure it?
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W 4b. Weather - Wind Art

You need:

1. construction/plain paper
2. A straw
3. 3 different colours of paint (thinned to a milky consistency with water)

Instructions:

1. Adult should put a drop the size of a 50p coin on the paper then                          
the child should use the straw to blow on the paint.

2. Repeat until the paper is covered.
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